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the LOOK® General / Specialized Cargo engineered sliding systems

the LOOK® engineered sliding system is a fully modular retractable tarp & alum. frame system designed to provide load covering versatility on any open deck trailer or truck body for all general freight requirements.

Dedicated Steel Haulers Sliding System

Slide Kit is a dedicated Steel Haulers arched roof retractable tarp system, reducing wind drag, providing greater road handling & better fuel economy.
ALCS is the perfect load covering solution when requiring van protection combined with flatbed versatility. This hard top, soft sided curtain system was designed for easy side and rear load access. Perfect for building, construction and lumber products ALCS guarantees cargo can be off loaded regardless of side shifting. Gain access to one side at a time providing weather protection to the rest of the load.

Side Kits remain the most economical load covering solution in the industry. This modular post, panel, bow and tarp system allows any flat deck trailer or truck body to be quickly converted into a load covering system and then back into a flatbed. Available in 2ft – 8ft heights with heavy duty or Lite weight panels, Side Kits are built for load versatility.
LCS represents a diversified line of Hydraulic load covering systems for a multitude of applications, from aggregate, waste, scrap metal to construction materials.

Our Unique TWIN COVER is a new product addressing those long time tarp covering problems for long transfer trailers. Learn more at http://loadcovering.com/wastedumptarpsystems.htm

LCS represents a full & expanding product line of Over-center Arms, Retractable Cable, & Side Roll load covering systems in manual & electric models. Designed in mesh & vinyl for Aggregates, Agricultural, & Construction industries, rely on the company that has made its business covering loads since 1979.

Not only does LCS stand behind our products, we STAND on them!
Each LOAD ARMOUR product is designed with attention to quality and detail, providing the transportation industry with products that meet the storage, load securement, safety and security requirements expected in a rugged versatile market. LOAD ARMOUR, the name says it all!

FUEL SAVINGS
By improving aerodynamic efficiency Airtab equipped vehicles require less power and as a result less fuel to travel at the same speed.

GREATER STABILITY
Less turbulent air behind a vehicle means the vehicle becomes more stable on the road and less reactive to gusting winds and weather.

STAY CLEANER LONGER
Changing the way air and water behave with Airtab helps keep the rear of the vehicle cleaner longer.

Aerodynamics for Flatbed Trailers
Reduce Wind Drag✓
Greater Handling & Stability✓
Increase Fuel Economy✓
Over the Road advertising is the highest exposure a company can benefit from when promoting their products & services. At LCS we have identified the specialized requirement to digitally print graphics on soft side load covering systems. We welcome the opportunity to quote on future new designs for any re-covering of your present tarp systems as well as adding to any new system requirements.

Call the EXPERTS at Load Covering Solutions
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